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Cutting the cable is not too heavy-if you're watching sports, in which case it's a nightmare. Huh989 over at Hackerspace wants to know: how do you stream sports, and have sports packages there worth? Cable TV is insanely expensive, and with all the cheap video services out there, it's easy to cut ... Read more Photo Ed Yourdon.I'm
two things that, until recently, have combined to reduce your quality of life. These two things Read on But why bother? These movies, while hilarious and perversely satisfying during quarantine, are supernatural tapafests that have nothing to do with reality. Horror lovers looking for machete scares in their specific camps are likely to walk
away as frustrated as necessary for a teen who gets sexually assaulted on Friday 13. True fear aficionados prefer to walk the path of John Cusack's character in stephen king's adaptation of 1408 and visit places that are actually said to be haunted. It's the cooling of the so-called Conjuring House. The extent to which the events conjuring
movies are decorated are up to the eye of the viewer (its the viewer's eye says, very decorated), but what is not up to the debate is that they are based on (some sort of) fact. In the 1970s, paranormal investigators Ed and Lorraine Warren (played by Patrick Wilson and Vera Farm in the films) did indeed try to find a way to make the 18th
century. As the franchise's investigation into a few adventures exploded over the past decade, spawning no fewer than three separate mini-franchises so far, the original spooky house has been purchased by latter-day paranormal explorer Cory Heinzen-who claims it is still haunted. Now Heinzen is opening the doors of the so-called
magic house to the masses in quarantine to see for themselves. From May 9, the online supernatural community of the Dark Zone Network will live-stream inside the house for a week-long, 24-hour spookathon. For just a price of $19.99 (with a portion of the proceeds going to COVID charities), couch-related thrill seekers can gaze around
multi-cam setup signs of unmatched spirits. According to the website Dark Horizons, Heinzens spends a week out [ing] paranormal studies, seances, Ouija board sessions and invite some of the most well-known and esteemed luminaries of the paranormal community to pop away and share their most bone-chilling experiences in the
house. For fans of the Conjuring series and its many offshoots, this opportunity can seem like a beautiful nightmare come true. Before you get your hopes up, though, here are some things you probably shouldn't expect from this week-long live-stream event: A Violent Project Levitation of Exorcism In Blood-Logical Mangled invasion
demonic nuns razor sharp teeth Murder tree branches possessed dolls Crooked Men Incarnated ghostly hands Surprise British accents babadook La Llorona On a look at the teaser video below. Skip the main contentsJus 13, 200922, another American-made shoe with continuous lean. Hey, it's on our side. Michael Williams has posted a
click-worthy photo set for his spring trip to the Maine factory, where he went to check out an upcoming line of hand-sewn leather footwear. Check out the eye candy today; a great reveal collection of peculiarities will be allowed tomorrow. Related Stories for GQShoes Oleksii Sidorov / Shutterstock Wide Sports World is due to be the
world's most powerful athlete in 2020 thanks to coronavirus. As we all try to flatten the curve of social distance, some of the most popular U.S. sports leagues are streaming both new and old games for free. The NFL National Football League season won't start for a while, but there are already concerns about whether it starts on time. To
comfort fans separately, the NFL will offer free access to its NFL Game Pass streaming service until May 31, 2020. Head to the NFL Game Pass website and sign up without a credit card. You can then stream ad-free games each season dating back to the launch of the web service in 2008. The NFL draft will continue as planned April 23-
25, although the case will not participate in drafts or their families. Nba One of the first major U.S. sports to cancel its season was the National Basketball Association. The games are usually broadcast live on ABC, ESPN, TNT and NBA TV. But without live games airing, the NBA League Pass streaming service offers free previews for all
fans. This is not a free trial service, though; it offers free access to some (but not all) content. Check out the NBA League Pass website to review with or without an account. You can also access this free content through android or iPhone/iPad apps. Catch up on some of the best games since the beginning of this season or seasons
earlier, from Bill Russell to Kobe Bryant. The NBA's YouTube channel is also a growing library of new and old content. MLB American Pastime has also been postponed now, and like the NBA, it offers fans a free preview of content from Major League Baseball's streaming service. There are ads, but you don't need an account to check out
the preview. To go, head over to MLB.tv website and just start watching. There's also an MLB Vault on YouTube, featuring a large number of classic games and video clips. For those who missed opening day in 2020 (because it never happened), you can watch a 10-minute close of the opening baseball season, simulated by MLB Show
20, brought to you by the league itself. NHL Hockey suspended just before Stanley Cup Playoffs, which In early April 2004, the Commission The National Hockey League recently announced that it will increase coverage and content across social media despite delays. In addition, the league created a new website that offers free access
through April 30, 2020, to content such as classic games, documentaries, press conferences, and more. You can head to the NHL Pause Binge website and start watching immediately. You can also catch the action on NHL Android or iPhone/iPad apps. Unlike the NBA, the NHL has decided to postpone its draft and combine events, as
well as its season. MlS Season, which began just last month, pro football in America has been postponed. Major League Soccer announced that the games will be suspended through May 9, 2020. The league doesn't offer any special access to the fans. Fortunately, though, MLS already offers abbreviated versions of all games through
your Android and iPhone/iPad apps. Pluto TV is also a free MLS channel if you need more fill time until the season starts again. The PGA (and more via NBC Sports) Professional golf is a relatively isolated sport to begin with, so the PGA Tour has only stayed until April 9. But from now until May 17, 2020, this PGA Tour Live streaming
service is free. You can binge on a massive archive and stream new documentaries. Just go to your page on NBC Sports and click watch Now. You can also find similar access to the site in other sports, including everything from cycling and IndyCar to rugby and snowboarding. Click the icons at the top of the website to get free access to
any of these sports, or click the arrows on each side to browse the list. You can also access content through the NBC Sports app on Android or iPhone/Pad. Racing Most racing leagues, such as Formula One, NASCAR and IndyCar, are also postponing events. Most of these delays only last for weeks. While there hasn't been any real
events yet, most of the community will go digital for upcoming races. Formula One has postponed or cancelled the races by June. All of these will be replaced by a new series of events. At the end of March, F1 announced the Esports Virtual Grand Prix, where F1 drivers will compete on F1 2019 pc. Remember that these are pro drivers,
not pro gamers. You can watch the F1 Esports Virtual Grand Prix on F1 On YouTube or Twitch channels. From March 28 to May 2, IndyCar has partnered with iRacing, one of the most popular racing simulation games, virtual race events that are fully simulated. You can catch them live on Saturdays at 4 pm ET on the IndyCar
website. Streamable videos are also posted after the event. No champions will be crowned, but the winner will make a special donation to the partner's charities. The next NASCAR race is not until May 9. Competitions are automated, but they also feature both current and former drivers, including the legendary Dale Earnhardt. You can
watch these races on the on-demand Fox Sports NASCAR website. Don't forget OTA TV Most households don't use TV antennas anymore. However, over-air (OTA) television is still very much a thing, and you can get free access to HDTV channels with a digital antenna. Then, if the local network reruns past events or starts airing live
games again, you can catch them in HD. RELATED: How to get HD TV channels for free (unpaid Cable) You can also watch a lot of sports on Hulu + Live TV, Sling, fuboTV, or YouTubeTV. All of these services offer a free test, so check them out! Lifewire uses cookies to provide you with a great experience. By using Lifewire, you agree
to our use of cookies. (Pocket-lint) - Sky is rebranding and restarting its Sky Sports News channel in time to start the new football season. Called Sky Sports News HQ, the new channel will be released on Sky EPG at 401, elsewhere by other providers, and will be available from 12 August.Changes to the channel include improved digital
services and verified companion applications. Social media coverage will continue to be integrated in the future. Sky Sports News HQ has a new schedule that includes new programs and features, including a greater focus on reporting stories under investigation. Kirsty Gallacher and Jim White lead a team of 20 performers and 32
reporters. There will be a new, more relaxed studio set-up that is double the size of the previous one. Online, there's an SSN HQ center that offers catch-up video clips and additional content. Plus, a special social media desk feeds reporters points to explore. The new version of the channel launches with Sky Sports News 5 (and HD
versions), which mainly shows European football. It has also been available for Virgin Media since launch and TalkTalk has announced that it will add a new sports channel to its line-up too. READ: Sky Sports 3, 4 and F1 HD channels arrive on Virgin Media as it reshuffles EPG to copeSport fans want to get even more at heart of sports
news, and we take them there with the best resources: 11 presentation points fantastic new studio, new opportunities to reflect stories under investigation and those driving social chats, and updated apps and digital services, says Sky Sports News HQ executive editor Andy Cairns.Sky has also announced That Sky Sports app on the iPad
will soon be able to personalize rugby union and rugby league news, as well as existing football and cricket options. Author: Rik Henderson. Henderson.
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